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W e  study adapt ive and  nonadapt ive methods for f.,-approximation and  global 
optimization based  on  n function evaluations from a  W iener space sample. W e  
derive (asymptotically) optimal methods with respect to an  average error. The  
error of optimal methods converges to zero with the following rates: n-‘” for L,- 
approximation if 1  5  q  <  m, (In n/n)“’ if q = m and  n-Ii2 for nonadapt ive methods , 
for global optimization. W e  show that adapt ion helps for global optimization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper  we consider the following two problems on  the space 
C = {f: 10, 11  * R ) f continuous, f(O) = 0). 
The  approximation problem consists of recovering an  unknown function 
f E C and  the global optimization problem consists of finding a  point 1  E 
[0, I] where an  unknown functionfattains its maximum. For both prob- 
lems a  finite number  of function evaluations is assumed to be  the only 
information N(f) about J Since this information is partial, any method 
for solving one  of the above problems causes an  error. To  compare differ- 
ent methods we use an  average error with respect to the W iener measure 
on  the space C. A general  treatment for solving problems when only 
partial information is available can be  found in Traub et al. (1988). Our 
research is part of the average case setting studied there. 
We  define two classes of information operators N: C -+ R”. In general  
N(f) = Cfh), . . . , f(x,J) may be  computed sequentially; i.e., the 
choice of xk may depend  on  the previously computed valuesf(x,), . . . , 
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j%r-I). These operators are called a&ptiur information operators and 
they are defined by measurable mappings 
xL: RX-' --+ [0, 1] 
in the following way, If yI = f(x,) and 
y!, =f(xx(Y,, . . . 7 Yx-I)> 
fork = 2, . . . , n, we put 
N(f) = (Yl, . . . 3 v,,). 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 
0 f XdY,, . . . , YL--I) f x,(y,, . . . , y,-,) # 0 
for y E R”-’ and I 5 k < 1 r n. The number n E N is called the cardinulity 
of N and the class of adaptive information operators of cardinality n is 
denoted by &F’. 
The subclass JV~“” consists of those N E JV$ with fixed nodes xk; i.e., 
the mappings xx are constant. These operators are called nonadaptiur and 
they allow parallel evaluation off: 
To specify the approximation problem completely we fix I r q 5 5 and 
consider the embedding C - L, = L,([O, I]). This mapping is to be 
approximated by any composition 4 0 N, where N E Nil1 and 4: R” -+ L, 
is a measurable mapping, called an ulgorithm. The interpretation is as 
follows: if we get the information y = N(f) we choose f = 4(y) as an 
approximation tof. This causes the individual error 
in the case 1 5 q < m and 
ify = co. 
NOW let I 5 p < m and let M? be the Wiener measure on the space C (see, 
e.g., Billingsley (1968)). Then the p-aurragr error of 4 and N is defined by 
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and the bound 
is called the p-average radius of N. 
Any method to solve the global optimization problem is given by N E 
fizd and a measurable algorithm 4: R” + [0, I]. Knowing y = N(f) we 
guess that f attains its maximum at the point f = 4(y). We study the 
individual error 
which leads to the p-average error 
and the p-average radius 
r,(N, Opt) = inf ep(+, N, Opt). 
6 
In the special case p = q = 2 the approximation problem on the Wiener 
space was investigated by several authors. Suldin (1960) studied non- 
adaptive methods using linear algorithms and Lee (1986) considered adap- 
tive information operators and arbitrary algorithms. The multivariate ap- 
proximation problem for functions f: [O, I]” + R was analyzed by 
Papageorgiou and Wasilkowski (1990). They also considered functions 
with higher regularity by placing the Wiener measure on the partial deri- 
vates. Speckman (1979) studied the approximation problem for the gen- 
eral class of autoregressive Gaussian processes. He considered the case 1 
5 p = q < 00 and he also announced results for the case q = 00. 
The approximation problem is a special instance of the so-called linear 
problems with Gaussian measures (see Traub er al. (1988) for a survey). 
Some general results of this theory are cited in the next sections. The 
average case analysis for the nonlinear problem of global optimization 
seems to be new (see Traub et al. (1988, p. 296)). 
Methods for the global optimization, which are based on a statistical 
model like the Wiener space, are discussed by Mockus (1989) and Torn 
and iilinskas (1989). Among other things they compare different kinds of 
methods and they give applications to practical problems. 
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2. STATEMENTOFTHERESULTS 
Let N E Xtd be given by functions XL: R’” -+ IO, I]. To simplify the 
notation we define 
X() = to = Y() = 0, 
and for any nonadaptive information operator we always assume 
o<x,<- . . < x,, 5 1. 
Our first goal is to determine algorithms with minimal p-average error 
among all algorithms using N. These algorithms are called p-optimal for 
the respective problem and they are defined by the condition 
e&, N, .) = r,W, .I, 
We introduce linear operators m(*; I~, . . . , t,): R” -+ C for tl, . . . , t, 
E 10, I] mutually different. If tl < . . . < t, we put 
m(y; ti, . . . 7 tN> 
yk-1 + (t - tk-,) . Yk - Yx-I if tx-l 5 t 5 tk for 1 % k 5 n, = tn - t&j ’ (1) 
Ytl, if t, 5 t 5 1. 
In general we put ~((YI, . . . , Y,); If, . . . , 4J = ~((Y,(I), . . . , ~~~~~1; 
t 7(l)? . . . 7 t+,,), where r is the permutation of (1, . . . , n} with t7,[) < 
. . . < &(,). Now we consider the algorithms 
MY) = MY; XI, * . * , Xn(Y,, . . . , y,-,>I 
and 
4&> = min{xkh, . . . , yk-I) ) yk = max y,}, I=O,...,,r 
where we take the minimum of the set of nodes with maximal function 
value only to achieve the uniqueness of (bO for all y E R”. From Lee and 
Wasilkowski (1986) we know that 4, is p-optimal for the approximation 
problem for all I or p < 00 and 1 5 4 5 ~0. For the global optimization 
problem & is p-optimal in many cases, but not in general. 
Suppose that p = 1 or that p > I und N uses the node x = 1. Then the 
algorithm 4O is p-optimal for the global optimization problem. 
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The algorithms & and &, are very simple and similar, because the 
respective problem is solved for the affine linear interpolation of the infor- 
mation. This interpolation is the conditional expectation given N(f) = y, 
as it turns out in the next section. For linear problems with Gaussian 
measures, solving the problem for the conditional expectation always 
yields p-optimal algorithms, and these algorithms are called spline algo- 
rithms (see Lee and Wasilkowski (1986)). 
Next we ask for nonadaptive information operators with minimal p- 
average radius in the class NY. These operators are called p-optimul in 
NY’ and they are defined by the condition 
rP(N, .) = inf r,(N, .). 
NE&i:“” 
For the approximation problem with CJ = ~0 or 1 i 4 < ~0 and p 2 max(2q/ 
(2 + q), 1) we prove that p-optimal information operators use equidistant 
nodes, i.e., these nodes satisfy 
XI = x2 - XI = . * . x, - x,,-1. 
We conjecture that this statement holds for the approximation problem 
with arbitrary p and 4. In particular for 1 5 p = q < m the p-optimal 
information operator is uniquely determined by the additional require- 
ment xl/( I - x,) = a,,, where up is a constant depending only on p and not 
on n (see (5)). For the global optimization problem, however, p-optima1 
information operators do not use equidistant nodes in general. 
If we cannot determine p-optimal information operators, we ask for a 
sequence N, E XT of operators such that r,(N,,, .) is weakly or strongly 
equivalent to infNENy r, (N, a). Recall that the weak equivalence of se- 
quences a,,, h, > 0, denoted by a,, = h,, is defined by 
with constants cr. c2 > 0, and the strong equivalence, denoted by a,, = b,,, 
is defined by 
lim a,lb, = 1. It-ix 
Hence we call any such sequence of information operators weakly or 
strongly asymptotically p-optimal in Nnon = UT=, A”?. In particular we 
consider the operators 
N,*(f) = (.f-(l/n>, . . . , f(kln), . . . , SC 1)). 
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The asymptotic behavior of infNE.fi ;:(/(/ r,,(N, 0) itself is a reasonable quantity 
to describe the difficulty of a problem like approximation or global optimi- 
zation. 
Let 1 I q < x, let p 2 max(2ql(2 + q), I), and define the constants c,) 
and dP by (3) and (4). Then the sequence Nz is strongly asymptotically p- 
optimal in ~‘10” for the L,-approximation and we have 
ifp = q (see Speckman (1979)filrp = q and Lee (1986)forp = q = 2). For 
arbitrary p this sequence is weakly asymptotically p-optimal in jV”“” .for 
the same problem with 
r,)(N,T, Ly) = nm”2. 
Let q = x and I 5 p < m. Then the sequence N,: is strongly asymptoti- 
cally p-optimal in N”“” for the LX-approximation with 
r,,(Nz, L,) = (In nl(2n))“‘. 
Let I 5 p < co. Then the sequence NC is weakly asymptotically p- 
optimal in X’lon for the global optimization with 
r,(Nz, Opt) = n-l’?, 
The analysis for the L,-approximation problem is done by different 
methods in the cases 1 C= q < TX: and q = ~0. In the first case it based on the 
covariance function of the random element f~ f - &, 0 N(f), while we 
use the distribution of the random variables j’t+ max.,, ,+,i ) f(t) - qb(, 0 
N(f)(t)/ in the second case. 
Another linear problem which has been analyzed is the integration 
problem, i.e., computing an approximation to J:,f(t) dt. For p = 2, Lee 
(1986) proved that the nodes x/, = 2kl(2n + 1) define the unique p-optimal 
information operator N,, E JVY with r?(N,,, Znt) = (3”?(2n + I))-‘. Since 
the integral is a continuous linear functional, we have r,,(N, Int) = ci/” . 
r2(N, Int) (see Traub et al. (1988, p. 291)), and the same information is p- 
optimal for any p. Moreover the asymptotic behavior of infhiE.ri:r r,,(N, 
Znt) depends slightly on p,. whereas the asymptotic behavior of infhiEs:p 
r,(N, 15%) is independent of p. 
Finally we compare nonadaptive methods and adaptive methods, which 
are frequently used in practice for the global optimization. Lee and Wa- 
silkowski (1986) proved that adaption does not help for linear problems 
with Gaussian measures. In particular this means that for arbitrary I 5 p 
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< w, 1 5 q 5 ~0, and N E Nzd there exists a nonadaptive fi E .Y with 
r,(A, LJ 5 r,(N, Ly). An analog for the global optimization does not hold. 
Letp = I andn > 1. Then we have 
inf{rr(N, Opt) 1 N E .!I”$} < inf{r,(N, Opt) ) N E .K::““}. 
It would be very interesting to quantify the improvement which is due 
to adaption for the global optimization problem. 
3. THE REGULAR CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY 
We provide a short discussion on the regular conditional probabilities 
that are fundamental for our analysis. Since N E JVF’ is smjective and 
measurable there exists a family (~(.(y)),~~,~ of probability measures on C 
such that 
1. w(N-‘{y}Jy) = 1 for Nw almost all y E R”, 
2. w@(e) is measurable for any Bore1 set B c C, 
3. w(B) = JR” w(BIy)Nw(dy) for any Bore1 set B C C. 
This family is uniquely defined NW a.e. and it is called the regular condi- 
tional probability with respect to N (see Parthasarathy (1967, p. 147)). 
Properties 2 and 3 imply that 
holds for any w-integrable H: C + R. 
The Wiener measure w and, as it turns out, the regular conditional 
probabilities w(*ly) are Gaussian measures on C; i.e., any random vector 
f - (“ml), f . . , f(t3) is normally distributed with respect to w and 
w(.\y). Any Gaussian measure p on C is uniquely determined by its mean 
m E C, given by 
40 = I ,f(OpW) 
and its covariance function 
R(s, 0 = Ic (f(s) - m(s)) . (f(t) - mWMdf) 
(see Billingsley (1968, p. 64)). 
Let tl, . . . , t, E IO, I] be mutually different. Besides the interpolation 
m(=; tl, . . . , t,) (recall (I)), we introduce symmetric functions R(t,, 
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. . . , t,J: [O, I]* -+ [0, I[ to characterize the measures w(.]y). Assume tl 
<. . . < t, first. Then we define 
R(t1, . . . , MS, t) 
zzz s - t,, 3 
0, 
if t,, 5 s 5 t 5 1, (2) 
otherwise, 
forOrsit51andR(ti,. . . , t,Xs, t) = WI, . . . , t,,)(t, s) for 0 5 t < 
s I I. In general let r be the permutation of { I, . . . , n} with tTtlJ < . . . < 
t r(n) and put R(t,, . . . , b,) = R&I,, . . . 7 h,,). 
Now we are able to state the following proposition, which is well 
known. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let N E XId be defined by functions XX: R”-’ -+ [0, l] 
and let wr be the Gaussian measure on C with mean m(y; XI, . . . , x,,(y~, 
. . . ) y,-l)) and couariance function R(xl, . . . , xn(yi, . . . , ~~-1)). 
Then the family (W&R n is a version of the regular conditional probability 
with respect to N. 
We sketch a proof for the case N E JV:Y” with nodes xl, . . . , x,,. 
Define A(f) = .f - m(N( f ); xl, . . . , x,J and Al. = AM). Then Al. is the 
Gaussian measure on C with mean 0 and covariance function R = R(x,, 
. . . , x,) and further &ker N) = I holds. Let w,, be the translation of p 
by m(y) = m(y;x~, . . . , x,). Clearly wY is Gaussian with w,.(N-‘{y}) = I, 
mean m(y), and covariance function R. Since A and m(N(.); xi, . , . , x,,) 
are independent with respect to w, the measure w is the convolution of ,u 
and m(N(.); x1, . . . , X&J. Therefore properties 2 and 3 hold for w(.]y) = 
w,. The case N E Nid can be proved by induction (see Traub et al. (1988, 
p. 474)). 
In the following we always assume that the regular conditional proba- 
bility is given by the family (~,,),,,~n,,. If 0 = PO < Pi < . . . < &, % I are the 
nodes belonging to the information y = N(f), then Proposition I yields 
the independence of the random elements f H f’. l,.c, ,,.ir, for k = 1. . . . , n 
andf Hf. 1~~ with respect to u$*(y). 
Let T > 0, a, b E R, and consider the Gaussian measure on C(]O, 7’1) 
with mean m(t) = a + t . (b - a)lT and covariance function R(s, t) = 
min(s, f) - St/T. This measure is the distribution of the so-called Brow- 
nian bridge with f(0) = a and f(T) = b. Obviously any measure w(.ly) is 
the distribution of a suitable connection of n Brownian bridges and a 
Brownian motion, which are independent. 
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4. &-APPROXIMATION, I 2 q < x 
Besides other linear problems on the Wiener space, Lee (1986) studied 
the Lrapproximation with p = 2. He derived a formula for the p-average 
radius of an arbitrary nonadaptive information operator and thereby he 
obtained operators which are p-optimal in A”?. Speckman (1979) investi- 
gated the case 1 5 p = q < 00 for an autoregressive Gaussian process and 
he derived asymptotic estimates for eJ&, N, L,,) where N E NT. In the 
particular case of the Wiener process it is easy to compute this p-average 
error exactly. For this we need the constants 
c,, = (25~)“~ IR [z(Pexp(-z’/2) dz, (3) 
d,, = j-i (~(1 - z))“” dz, (4) 
and 
a,, = (2/(d,,(p + 2)))2’P. (3 
THEOREM 1. Let 1 5 p = q < ~0 und let N,, E .M:1,,,, he dejined byfixed 
nodes 
xI, = k . u,,l(l + nap). 
Then the information operator N,, is p-optimal in .M::“” for the L,-approxi- 
mation problem with 
r,,(N,, L,) = (LpdP)“P . (a,,/(1 + na,))“‘. 
Further the sequence N,* of information operators is strongly asymptoti- 
cally p-optimal in N”“” for the sume problem with 
rp(N,*, Lp) = (c’,,d&“p * n-liz. 
Let 1 5 p < 00 and 1 CC q < ~0 be arbitrary. Then the sequence N,* is weakly 
asymptotically p-optimal in NNcJn .for the L,-approximation problem with 
r,,(Nz, LJ = n-l’?. 
Proof. For N E JVY let 4,,(y) = m( y; XI, . . . , x,,) be the correspond- 
ing spline algorithm. Using the p-optimality of +, (see Lee and Wa- 
silkowski (1986)) and Proposition 1 we obtain 
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where p is the Gaussian measure on C with mean 0 and covariance func- 
tionR = R(x,, . . . , x,) given by (2). 
Ifp = 4 weget 
r,(N, L,,)p = II c’ ,; tf(t)l” dt /4df) 
= I,: (2.rrR(t, t))-“I /R IzIp exp(-zzl(2R(t, t))) dz dt 
=C p I ,: R(t, t)“” dt. 
Since 
1; R(t, tP dt = $, 1;; , (( xx - t)(t - xk-,)/(xk - x~-,))P” dt 
+ I ’ (t - x,,)pi2 dt -l,i 
= do i (x~ - x~-,)“‘~+’ + 24~~ + 2) . (I - x,,)P’~+‘, 
A=1 
the p-average radius of N for the &-approximation problem is given by 
r,(N, LP) = (cPdP)“P . (2 




. (1 - x,)/J/2+l (6) 
(see Lee (1986) for the case p = 2). For fixed X, 5 1 the strict convexity of 
x H xP’~+’ implies that (6) attains its unique minimum at xk = k/n . x,,. 
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Because 
n . (&/flp+’ + a$‘? . (1 - X,,p2+’ 
becomes minimal if and only if x, = na,,/( 1 f au,,), we conclude that N,, is 
p-optimal in NY for the L,-approximation. By evaluating (6) for N = N,, 
and N = Nz we obtain the p-average radii stated in the theorem, and 
lim ,l--ta r,(N,, Lp)lrp(N~, LP) = 1 follows immediately. 
For arbitrary p and 9 we define pI = min(p, 4) and p> = max(p, 4). 
Obviously 
r,,(N, L,,) 5 rp(N. LJ 5 rp2(N9 LPZ) 
holds, and therefore the result for p = q can be used to prove the weak 
asymptotic p-optimality of N,T in JV”“‘~ with r,,(Nz, L,) =c K”?. n 
The operator N, depends on p through up by the condition 
UP = (xl, - X~.~l)l(l - x,,) 
fork= 1,. . . , n. Hence for p = 4 the constant up is the optimal ratio 
between the length of the subintervals [XI-,, XL], where the conditional 
probabilities are given by Brownian bridges, and the length of the subin- 
terval [x,, 11, where the conditional probabilities are given by Brownian 
motion. We compute the special values al = (16/(3~~))’ = 2.882, a, = 3 
(see Lee (1986)) and lim,, a,, = 4. 
Observe that p-optimal information operators use equidistant nodes in 
the case p = 9. This result also holds for p 2 max(2q/(2 + q), 1) and it can 
be proved by a simple convexity argument applied to the formula 
Here p and 4 are arbitrary, x,,+ , = 1, and p0 denotes the Gaussian measure 
on C with mean 0 and covariance function R(s, t) = min(s, t) - st. 
Suppose that p-optimal nodes for the L,-approximation are necessarily 
equidistant for some p and 4. Then we conclude that the sequence Nz is 
strongly asymptotically p-optimal for the L,-approximation in exactly the 
same way as in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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5. L,-APPROXIMATION 
The analysis of the L,-approximation problem is more complicated 
than that for the L,-approximation problem with 1 5 q < m. But again we 
can restrict our considerations to spline algorithms using nonadaptive 
information operators. 
In this section let pLg denote the Gaussian measure on C with mean 0 and 
covariance function R(s, t) = min(s, t) - st. We need a lemma concerning 
the distribution of the L,-norm with respect to ,u~, the measure associated 
with the Brownian bridge withf(0) = .f( I) = 0. This distribution is charac- 
terized by its distribution function 
F(u) = po{llfllr 5 l4) = I + 2 i: (- l)j exp(-2jk2) 
j- I (7) 
for u > 0 (see Billingsley (1968, p. 85)). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that the nodes 0 < xi < . . ’ < x,! 5 I we not 
equidistant; then 
fi F(ul(xh - x~_,)“~) < F(ul(x,,lnP)” 
h:l 
holds for any u > 0. 
Proof. Consider the function G(u) = F(u-I’?). We show that In 0 G is a 
strictly concave function to conclude 
fj FWh - x~-,)“~) = fi G((xh - x~-~)/u~) < G(x,,l(nu’))” 
h-l 
= F(ul(x /n)t’2)n. n 
The distribution function F and therefore the function G, too, can be 
expressed in terms of the 2y function 
gs(z, U) = 1 + 2 C cos(2jz)ui2, 
.i- I 
which is defined for z, u E C with /u( < I. The 6 function admits the 
product representation 
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6(2, U) = fi (1 - ~a)( 1 + 2 COS(~Z)Z?-~ + dm2) (8) 
j= I 
(see Erdelyi et al. (1953, p. 3.57)), and hence we get 
t 
In 0 G(u) = In 0 8(7~/2, exp(-2/u)) 
= In (fi (1 - exp(-4jlu)) . (1 - exp(-(4j - 2)/~4))~) 
j=l 
= 5 ln(1 - exp(-4’ m J/U)) + 2 x In(1 - exp(-(4j - 2)/u)). 
j=l j=l 
Using the Taylor expansion In( I - X) = -cz I x’ll for 0 < .Y < 1 we obtain 
In 0 G(u) = -5 i f exp(-4jllu) - 2 2 i 1 exp(-(4. - 2)flu) 
j-l /=I .j-I /=I j 
Consider the function 
&T(u) = 
I + 2 exp(llu) 
exp(2/u) - I ’ 
where u > 0, which has the second derivative 
g”(u) = 
2 exp(llu) 
u3(exp(2/u) - 1)3 . h(u) 
with 
h(u) = 2(-exp(4/u) - exp(3/u) + exp(llu) + I) 
+ Ilu(exp(4Iu) + 2 exp(3/u) + 6 exp(2/u) + 2 exp(llu) + I). 
A Taylor expansion of u H h( I/u) yields h > 0 on 10, w[. Therefore g is 
strictly convex and by (9) we see that In 0 G is strictly concave. n 
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THEOREM 2. Consider the L,-upproximation problem and let I ‘: p < 
m. Any information operutor which is p-optimul in 4”::“” uses eqrridistant 
nodes. The sequence Nz of injiwmation operutors is strongly usymptoti- 
tally p-optimal in X”“” with 
r,(Nz, L,) = (In nl(2n))“‘. 
Proof. Let N E &“y be given by nodes xl, . , x,, and let p be the 
Gaussian measure on C with mean 0 and covariance function R = R(xl, 
. . . ) x,) defined by (2). Since the spline algorithm is p-optimal, the same 
argument as that in the proof of Theorem 1 gives 
r&V, L4 = (‘(. lb% r(df))ii’J. 
We define random variables 
fork=l,. . . , n + I, whereqq+, = 1. These variables are independent 
with respect to p and their distribution functions are given by 
fork= I,. . . ,nand 
if x, < 1. We obtain the formula 
for the p-average radius of an arbitrary nonadaptive information operator. 
In terms of distribution functions we get 
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and Lemma 1 implies 
xx-,)“*) . w{(l - x )“2 * n IJfJJm 5 uy) du)“p, 
if N does not use equidistant nodes and ti E NY is defined by nodes & = 
k . x,,ln. 
Next consider the information operator N,*(f) = (f(Iln), . . . , f( 1)) 
and assume n 2 2. By (11) its p-average radius satisfies 
r,(NZ, L,) . (n/In fl)1’2 = (I ,* (1 - F(u@ - (In n)“?)“) d”)“‘. (12) 
To compute the pointwise limit of the integrand we use the estimate 
1 - 2 exp(-2u*) % F(u) f 1 - exp(-2u2). 
which follows from (7), (8), and F(u) = 79(7~/2, exp(-2u2)). If u < 2-p’*, we 
have 
F(uI’p . (In n)“*)n % (1 - exp(--2&J . In n))” : 
which implies 
lim F(u”p . (In n)1’2)n = 0. ,,‘Z 
(1 _ n-2u2’P)n 7 
(13) 
If u > 2-pi2, we have 
F(uffp . (In n)i12)n 2 (I - 2 exp(-2uQ . In n))” 2 1 - 2n’-2”2’P, 
which implies 
lim F(u”P . (In II)“~)~ = 1 (14) ,l”Z 
and 
F(u”‘P . (In n)‘“)” 2 I - 4 exp(-2 In 2 . G/p). 
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By combining (12), (13), and (14) we get 
!LiI r,(N,T, L,) . (n/In n)‘” = 2-1’2 (15) 
by means of Lebesgue’s convergence theorem. 
Since the p-average radius of N(f) = (f(x,,ln), . . . ,f(k . x,/n), . . . , 
f(x,)) depends continuously on x,,“E [O, I] and since the restriction to 
operators of this kind is possible, there exists a sequence of information 
operators N,, such that N, is p-optimal in JV::O,. Assume N,(f) = (f(x~;‘l 
n),. . . ,f(xF))). Because of (10) and lim,, u,,(N,,, L,) = 0 we get lim,, 
~5”) = 1 and by (10) we also have II 
Hence we obtain lim,, r,,(N,, L,)Ir,(N;, Lx) = 1. n 
For the L,-approximation the above proof shows that it is sufficient to 
consider information operators using equidistant nodes. In the case p 2 2 
a simpler argument yields this fact. Fix 0 % x,, C= I. Then the function (xi, 
. . . ) ~~-1) H max(&’ cl, . . . , (xi - x,-,)p’? L’,~, d) is convex on the 
simplex{(x,,. . . ,~,~,)[OI~~~...~~,-~‘~,}foranyc~,. . . ,c,, 
d 2 0. Because of (10) we conclude that Y~(., L,)p defines a convex 
function on this set, too. Further the radius only depends on the lengths of 
the subintervals [,r-,, x,J C [O, x,,] and it is independent of the order of 
these intervals. Therefore we do not increase the radius if we take the 
operator N(f) = (f(x,,ln), . . . , j-(x,)) instead of N(f) = (f(x,), . . . , 
.f-W). 
6. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 
In this section let @ denote the distribution function of the standard 
normal distribution, i.e., 
First we state some facts concerning the random variable./“++ max05,57 
f(t), where 0 < T 5 1. The common distribution of this random variable 
andftif(T) with respect to the Wiener measure is characterized by 
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w{maxf(t) 5 u,f(T) 5 u] 
WEI 
@((2U - u)lT”*) - @(-u/T”*), if 14 L Oand u 5 u, 
= 2@(ulT”9 - I, if u 2 0 and u > U, (16) 
0, otherwise. 
Taking u = u we get 
(17) 
Consider the Gaussian measure p on C([O, T]) with mean m(t) = a + t . (b 
- a)li” and covariance function R(s, t) = min(s, t) - St/T; i.e., k is the 
measure associated with the Brownian bridge withf(0) = a andf(T) = 6. 
The distribution function of the maximum with respect to p is given by 
F{maxf(t) rr u} = 
1 - exp(-2(u - a)(~ - b)lT), if u 2 max(a, h), 
OS,<7 0, otherwise. 
(18) 
Proofs of these results are given in Billingsley (1968, Chap. II) for the 
case T = 1 and a = b = 0, but these proofs also apply to arbitrary T, u, and 
b. 
Let N E Xid be defined by functions x~: R”-’ -+ 10, I]. Then a reason- 
able algorithm for the optimization problem is given by 
h,(y) = minbdyi, . . . , yk-d I YL = max ~11. I-O.....11 
Obviously this algorithm is measurable and it solves the optimization 
problem for the mean m( y ; x1, . . . , x,( y, , . . . , y,,- r )) of the conditional 
probability w(.l y). 
Our discussion on the p-optimality of & is based on a lemma concern- 
ing the distribution of 
Z(f) = max.f(t) 
osrr , 
with respect to the Brownian bridge with f(0) = 0 and f( 1) = 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let t.~~ be the Gaussian meusure on C with mean m(t) = t 
and couuriuncefunction R(s, t) = min(s, 1) - st and let 0 5 x < 1. Then 
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PI@(f) - 1 5 M) > p,{Z(f) -f(x) % u} 
holds for any u > 0. 
Proof. Because the lemma is obvious for x = 0 we assume x > 0. Due 
to (18) we have 
Pal@ - 1 5 u} = 1 - exp(-24u + 1)) 
and 
Pimf) -f(x) 5 4 
= (27dl - x))-1’2 /;m,,-,r (1 - exp(-2(u + x + h)ulx)) 
. (1 - exp(-2u(u + x + h - I)/(1 - x))) . exp(-h2/(2x(1 - x))) dh 
for u > 0, since the regular conditional probability of ,u~ with respect to 
f-f(~) - x is given by two independent Brownian bridges withf(0) = 0, 
f(x) = x + h andf(x) = x + h,f(l) = 1. 
Let 2 5 x < 1. It is easy to verify that 
(1 - exp(-2(u + x + h)ulx)) . (1 - exp(-2u(u + x + h - l)/(l - x))) 
2 (1 - exp(-2(u + 1 - x + h)ul(I - x))) . (1 - exp(-2u(u - x + h)lx)) 
holds for u > 0 and h z- --u + X. Therefore we get 
P@(f) - f(l - x> 5 4 zz p,{Z(f> -f(x) 5 rr} 
and a restriction to B 5 x < 1 is possible. 
In this case we have the estimate 
(I - exp(-2(u + x + h)u/x)) 
. exp(- h2/(2x( 1 - x))) dh 
= 1 - cp(( 1 - u - X)/(X( 1 - X))“?) 
-exp(-2u(u + 1)) . (1 - @((l + u - x - ~ux)/(x( 1 - x))~‘?)) 
= p,{Z(f) - 1 5 u} - @(((l - X)/X)“2 - U/(X(1 - X))“2) 
+exp(-2u(u + 1)) ’ @(((l - x)/x)~‘~ - (2x - I)u/(x(l - x))~/?). 
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Hence it is enough to prove 
@,(((I - x)/x)“2 - rr/(x(l - x))“‘) 
2 exp(-2u(u + 1)) . a((( 1 - x)/x)“~ - (2x - l)~l(x(l - .r))9, 
which follows from 
a(--u/(x(1 - x))“~) 2 exp(--2h(M + 1)) . @(-(2x - l)lr/(x( 1 - x))“?) 
because c t+ Ca(c - cl)/@(c - c.?) is an increasing function for cl 2 ~‘2. 
Substituting d = (x(1 - x))) ii1 2 2 we consider the function 
G(u, d) = a(-ud) - exp(-2u(u + 1)) . a(-u(d2 - 4)“?). 
Since G(u, .) is increasing on [2, d,,] and decreasing on [d,,, m [ with a 
suitably chosen d,, 2 2 and since G(M, 2) 2 0 and lim ,,+, G(u, d) = 0, we 
conclude G 2 0. n 
THEOREM 3. Assume that p = 1 or that p > 1 und 1 E {xl, . . . , 
&(YI, . . * ? y,-1)) holds NW a.e. Then the algorithm $,, is p-optimal for 
the global optimization problem. 
Proof. Let 4: R” -+ [0, I] be an arbitrary algorithm; then 
= (2/71-Y’? - JR. mty; XI, . . . , ~,(.YI, . . . , y,,-11) 
(W))Nw(dy) 
2 (2/7r)"? - 
I R” max(O, yl, . . . , y,)Nw(dy) 
= ed$,,, N, Opt), 
and the theorem is established for p = 1. 
For arbitrary p we have 
We fix y E R” with ykel # yk for k = 1, . . _ , n, and by renumbering the 
nodes xk = x~(y,, . . . , yk-,) we can assume 0 < xl < . . . < x,, = 1. To 
prove the p-optimality of q$, we show that 
I c (Z(f) - maxhI, yd)pwW(y) < fc GXf7 - fix))pw(dflu) 
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for any x E IXA-1, xd = AL. Because f H (max,,;i; j’(t), f(x)) and f’ I-+ 
m~xfEIO.II\AL -f(t) are independent with respect to 14.1~) it is sufficient to 
show that 
for any c 2 max(O, yI, . . . , y,) and x E AL. The proof of this inequality 
can be reduced to the following situation. Let wr be the Gaussian measure 
on C as defined in Lemma 2. Then we show that 
I, (max(c, Z(f)) - l)ppddf) < I, (maxtc, Z(f)) - f(x))PpM) 
holds for any c > I and 0 5 x < I. Observe that this inequality holds for 
p = 1 and in general it is equivalent to 
I z uP-i(pj{max(c, Z(f)) - 1) 5 u} - p,{max(c, Z(f’)) 0
- f(x) I u})du > 0. (19) 
Let 
Mu, cl = j..b,{maxk, Z(f)) - 1 5 u} - p,{max(c, Z(f)) - f(x) 5 14) 
= PIPU) - 1 5 u> . l~c--i.&) - pj{max(c, Z(f)) -f(x) 5 u} 
2 Plmf) - 1 5 4 . l,,~-r,z[(u) - /-Qmf) -j-(x> 5 4. 
Therefore we have H(., c) i 0 on [0, c - I[ and H(., c) > 0 on ]c - 1, a[ 
because of Lemma 2. Since (19) holds forp = 1 we conclude that it holds 
foranyp 2 1. n 
The following example shows that the algorithm &, is not p-optimal in 
general. Consider fixed nodes 0 < xl < . . . < x, < 1 and fixed function 
valuesyk=f(Xk)fork= 1,. . . , n - 1, and assume y, > max(0, yl, 
. . . ) y,-,). Then we have 4,(y) = x,, but it is better to choose (1 + x,)/2, 
if y, is sufficiently large and p = 2. This is due to the fact that 
attains its unique minimum on (0, I] at x = 4. 
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Now we study nonadaptive information operators, which are defined 
by fixed nodes xl, . . . , x,,. First we consider the case p = 1. If v denotes 
the n-dimensional standard normal distribution, Theorem 3 gives 
rdN, Opt) = (2/7~)“’ - 1. max(0, YI, . . . , y,,) NW(&) 
= (2/n-)“2 - I,,, hy7,, (2 (XI - x/-d”* . Y’) MY). 
Therefore X, = 1 is a necessary condition for N to be p-optimal in N;“’ 
with p = 1. In the special case X~ = k/n the last integral is the expectation 
of the maximal positive part of partial sums of i.i.d. random variables, 
each of them normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1 ln. We use a 
formula if Kac (1954) for this expectation, which yields 
rf(N,*, Opt) = (2/T) l/2 _ (2nn)-L’2 2 k-l’, 
h=I 
Since 
2(n + 1) 112 _ 2 5 i k-1” I 2n”2 - 1, 
h-l 
we conclude 
r,(N,*, Opt) = ne112. Gw 
For n = 2 an elementary computation shows that N; is p-optimal. For 
12 = 3 and N(f) = (f(x,), I, f( 1)) we compute 
r,(N, Opt) 1 (27~)~‘~ 
= 7d2 - 7~/2(x;‘~ + (1 - x,)“~ + 2~;‘~ + (x2 - x,)“~ + 2(1 - x#‘*) 
+ arctan((x,( 1 - x2)/(x2 - x,))“~) - x1’* arctan((( 1 - x2)/(x7 - x,))“~) 
- (1 - x2)“* arctan((xl/(xz - x,))“~). 
A numerical evaluation of this formula shows r,(N, Opt) < r,(Nf, Opt) for 
N(f) = (f(&,f(&),f(l)). Hence the operator Nz is not p-optimal in Ny 
in general, but we prove the weak asymptotic p-optimality of the se- 
quence N,* in the following. 
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For 0 5 tl < tz 5 1 we define the random variables 
Y(f) = max f(t) - max f(t). ,,C,i,- 05,-c,, 
I?’ I< I 
Ydfl = max f(t) - f(r,), wr-_r, 
Y2t.f) = max f(t) - f(tA ,,<15,: 
y3m = .fw - f(r,>t 
Y4(f) = fna.2 f(t) - fO2)7 ,c 
which have the following properties. 
1. Y= Y2 - max( Y,, Yj + Y,). 
2. Y,, (Y,, Y3), and Y, are independent with respect to the Wiener 
measure. 
3. YI is distributed Iikefw f1” . /f’(l)) and Y4 is distributed likef’t+ 
(I - tp . If(l)/. 
4. The common distribution of Y, and Yj has the density 
(2/lr)“2 2Y2 - Y3 (2y2 - Y312 - ’ if 4’2 2 max(0, y3), 
MY23 Y3) = 
(t2 - tp exp 2(t2 - rt) 
0, otherwise. 
The Markov property of the Brownian motion yields property 2, and 
together with (17) we get the distribution of Y4. Since the Brownian mo- 
tion is invariant under time inversion on [0, r,], the random variable Yr is 
distributed likefw maxoS,51,f‘(t). Hence 3 is established completely. We 
obtain the density h by differentiation of (16). 
ForfE C we consider the location of the global maxima and we define 
B = {fE C If(t) = Z(f) with tl 5 t 5 tz} 
and 
B’ = {fE C If(t) = Z(f) with 0 5 t 5 fr or fz 5 t 5 I}. 
LEMMA 3. There exist cl, c2 = cl(p) > 0 such that 
J H Yu-M47 1 c.l(l2 - 
J/2 rl)- 
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and 
(t* - t,)~‘*+‘l(r,(l - t*))“?, if tl > 0 and tl < I, 
B WfMdf) -s ~2 * 
fy+l)i*/( 1 - f*)W, ift, = 0 and tz < 1, 
(1 - td tp+ l,12/~~“, iftl :. 0 and rz = I, 
hold for any 0 5 tl < t? < 1. The sets B and B’ satisfy w(B f~ B’) = 0. 
Proof. Let c = (t2 - t,)“*. Then we have 
(77/2)3’2 I, Y(fMdf) = hW3’* Ic Y+(f)w(df) 
= (7a”* (,+xRzxR+ (~2 - max(t~‘*yl, y3 + (1 - t2)"2y4))' 
. ew(-(y? + ~$2) . hh ~3) dy 
1 (d2)“2 I R+xR2xR (~2 - maxh ~3 + ~4))+ + 
. exp(-(.v: + ~$2) * hh ~3) dy 
,"1 
2 
I II Rt 0 s'-v4 (~2 - y3 - y4)(2y2 - y3)/a3 x,-v4 
* exP(-(2y2 - Y3)*/6@)) dy3 
* ew(-$2) &I ew(-y$/2) dh ~4)~ (21) 
if we only consider the set {y2 2 y3 -t y4 2 y ,}. 
Fix y2, y4 2 0. Since the integral with respect to y3 is a positive and 
decreasing function of yl we obtain 
(~2 - y3 - y4)(2y2 - y3)/d 
. ew(-(2y2 - yd2/(2c2)) dy3 expt-yS12) dy, 





Y3 - Y4)@Y2 - Y3)l(T3 . eXp(-(2y2 - y3)'/(2u*)) dy3 
= 27r. (@(Y*/Z) - 4) . W(-(y2 + y4)lu) - @(-(y* + y4jla 
- Y2ma)) - Y2m7) * WC-(y2 + y4)lcJ - yJ(2a))) 
by partial integration. Because of the asymptotic behavior of Q, there 
exists d > 0 with 
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@(-a) - @(-a - 6) - b . @‘(-a - b) 2 1/(2~) . exp(-a2/2)la 
for all a 2 2d and b 2 d/2. Hence 
b’z - y3 - Y4)(2y2 - YdU3 
* exP(-(%z - yd’h2~~)) dy3 exp(-$2) dy, 
2 Wy2/2) - 4) . a/(~2 + ~4) . exp(-(y2 + ~4)~/(2~~)) 
holds for ~2, y4 2 ad and from (21) we have 
(7r/2)3’2 I, Y(f)w(df) 2 u 
' j,gd.r,2 (@(y2/2) - i)hy2 + y4) ' eXP(-(Yz + y4)2/(2U2)) 
* exp(-yY2My2, y4) 
2 u2 . (@(ud/2) - $) 
IhY2 + Y4) . eXP(-(y2 + y4)2/2) . exp(-y:/2)d(y2, ~4). 
Therefore we conclude 
i B WMdf) 2 c,u3 
with a suitably chosen cl > 0. 
Now we prove the second inequality for the case tl > 0 and 12 < I 
Observe that B = {Y2 L Y,, YZ - Y3 z Y4}, and therefore 
(T/~Y’~ j-, YXf>WY-1 
= (&3)1/2 j-R? j-;""" exp(-y:/2) dy, . 1;"-"';"""“ exp(-y32) dy4 




vp/ty lr,r~-r~,)ll I-I#” 
0 -p 0 
exp(-$9 dyl . I o exp(-$2) dy4 
* Y; . (2Y2 - Y3) * eXP(--(2yz - y3)‘/2) dy3 dy2 
5 upt2/(t,(I - f2)p . (‘2 
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with 
m v, 
c2 = II -- yfi+‘Gy2 - y3Y * exp(-(2y2 0 0 
The other cases can be proved analogously 
Since 
B fl B’ C {Y, = Yl} U {Y2 
- yd2/2) dy3 dy2 < 00. 
- y3 = Y4} 
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and since the common distribution of the random variables Y; is abso- 
lutely continuous with respect to the Legesgue measure we get w(B rl B’) 
=o. n 
Due to Lemma 3 the global maximum ofj’E C is uniquely defined w a.e. 
and its location in [0, I] is distributed according to the arcsine law (see 
Billingsley (1968, p. 86)). 
THEOREM 4. Let I 5 p < ~0. Then the sequence of Nf of information 
operators is weakly asymptotically p-optimal in N”“” for the global opti- 
mization with 
r,(N,*, Opt) = n-l’?. 
1 
Proof. First we derive a lower bound for the p-average radius of an 
arbitrary information operator in the case p = I. Without loss of general- 
ity we may assume xn = 1. Let 
Bk = {f E C 1 Z(f) = f(t) with xkml 5 t 5 XL} 
and assume n 2 3. We use Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 with tl = xk-I and tz = 
xk to conclude 
r&V, Opt) = e&b,, N, Opt) = A$, jBk (Z(f) - max f h))w(df ) 
/=0,....,1 
and by combining this inequality with (20) we get the theorem for p = 1. 
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Now we derive an upper bound for v,,(N~, Opt) in the case p 2 I and n 
1 4. Again we apply Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 with tr = x~-, = (k - 1)/n 
and t2 = XX = k/n. We obtain 




2 (k(n - I - k))mi’z 5 2 s (k(n - I - k))mi’z + (j(n - I - j))-1’2 
h-l h-l 
5 2/(n - 2)‘” + 2 1-l (k(n - I - k))-“’ dk + 1 
r3+lT. 
Hence the above sum is uniformly bounded. n 
In the last part of this section we compare adaptive and nonadaptive 
methods for the global optimization problem. We restrict our consider- 
ations to p = I, because Theorem 3 gives a simple characterization of 
optimality in this case: an information operator is p-optimal in &EC’ if and 
only if it maximizes the expectation of 
max(O, f(xd, . . . ,f’M.f(X,)~~ . . ?.fcbI(...))))) 
with respect to the Wiener measure. The Wiener space approach may be 
considered as a special statistical model of an objective function. In a 
general model methods & 0 N which are p-optimal for p = I are called 
Bayesian methods. They can be characterized by a system of recurrent 
equations of dynamic programming (see Mockus (1989)), but this does not 
yield an explicit solution in the case of the Wiener measure. 
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THEOREM 5. Adaption helps for the global optimization problem with 
p = 1, i.e., 
inf{rr(N, Opt) ( N E XF’} < inf{r,(N, Opt) ( N E Xy} 
holds for n > 1. 
Sketch of the Proof. Because the p-average radius of a nonadaptive 
information operator depends continuously on its nodes, there exists a p- 
optimal information operator in NY. This operator N(f) = (f(xr), . . . , 
f(x,-J,f(l)) can be improved by first evaluating at n - 1 of its nodes and 
then choosing the last node adaptively. 
Let a, b E R, c 2 0, and define 
h(x) = I, max(f(x>, cMdf ) 
for 0 %  x 5 1, where p denotes the distribution of the Brownian bridge 
with f(0) = a and f(1) = b. Since the location of the maximum of h 
depends on the parameters a, b, and c, we conclude that the optimal node 
xn depends on the previously computed function values. n 
If we apply the above contribution to a sequence N, E fly of informa- 
tion operators, where N,, is p-optimal in Xp”, we obtain a sequence N,, E 
Xid of adaptive information operators with strictly smaller p-average ra- 
dius for any n > 1 but 
rdNn, Opt) = rdN,,, Opt). 
Therefore this construction does not answer the question of whether 
adaptive methods for global optimization yield a better rate of conver- 
gence of the p-average radius than n- Ii2 A further investigation of this .
question seems to be interesting. 
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